
 

Alcohol Space Coordinator 
 
In some IFM-SEI organisations, Woodcraft Folk camps have a reputation of having 
an excessive alcohol culture. As well as other issues, this damages international 
involvement and can make the whole camp less welcoming for under tens. These 
are our two main focuses for this camp so we are trying to manage alcohol better for 
Common Ground. 
 
There will only be one space where people can buy alcohol on site and we need 
some people to run it! We envisage this space as a calm ‘pub’ environment where 
adults will enjoy each other’s company while being able to buy and drink alcohol. 
There will be other spaces for evening programme on site that will be more ‘party’ 
spaces where alcohol will not be allowed. There will be a process for villages and 
town spaces to decide if they want to allow people to drink alcohol in their areas. 
 

Expectations and responsibilities: 
Before Camp 

● Develop a vision for your space and discuss it with the central programme team. 
● Vision should embody Woodcraft Folk and IFM-SEI aims and principles. 
● Plan decoration and atmosphere of the space including some entertainment. 
● Decide timings and running orders for each night. 
● Work with production to ensure the space is well equipped with tables and chairs etc. 
● Work with the Common Ground board and staff members to ensure visitors are 

managed safely while on site (if there are any). Including: 
○ Communicate with visitors about Woodcraft Folk safeguarding policy and get 

them to sign the agreement. 
○ Get DBS certificates where possible. 

● Set a price list that enables you to break even or make a surplus. Some budget can 
be provided but we hope we won’t need to pay for this space. 

● Make sure all planning of the space is in line with relevant policies and procedures of 
Woodcraft Folk, IFM-SEI and Common Ground. 

● Source and order the stock of the bar. 
● Recruit a responsible team that will help staff and run the space. 
● Attend pre-camp on the site on 29-31st May 2020 

 



 

 
During Camp 

● Attend Common Ground 1-11th August 2020 
● Manage volunteers who are helping to run the space. 
● Safeguarding responsibilities: 

○ Arrange for escort for visitors without DBS checks around site 
● Liaise between production and programme. 
● Close and lock the space and liaise with the relevant people to manage the locking of 

money and stock, or create a system so that others in your team can do this safely. 
● Coordinate cleaning and tidying the space before the next time it’s used 

 

Person Specification (requirements) 
● Previous experience(s) of coordinating a similar space 
● Good communication skills. 
● Sociable and welcoming to everyone who wants to use the space. 
● Able to respectfully manage people who may have drunk too much and people who 

are too young to buy alcohol. 
 
Important Note 
Woodcraft Folk policy is for volunteers to pay for their own travel and participation to camps. 
This camp is run on a tight budget and in order to make it free for adult volunteers to attend 
we would have to make it more expensive for the young people. However, we are finding 
funding to reduce these costs to yourselves as much as possible. We have already had 
some success with this for the central programme tents and hope we can continue to find 
more money. If this uncertainty is an obstacle to you, please still apply but let us know in 
your application and we will prioritise finding funding for you. 
 

 


